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What is Principal Component Regression?

• Setup of (Classical) High-Dimensional Linear Regression

•Principal Component Regression (PCR) Algorithm
(1) Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

(2) Linear Regression

(3) Prediction

When and Why use PCR?

Data Science Folkore:
“If data is (approximately) low-rank, use PCR!”

Key Open Questions

(1)What are the theoretical properties of PCR?
(2) Is dimensionality reduction the only benefit to using PCR?

Contributions

(1)We provide a theoretical foundation for PCR, which answers the
following:
• How low-rank does A need to be so that PCR is effective?
• How many principal components k should one pick in practice?
• How well does PCR perform on test data?

(2)We show PCR (as is) is robust to many problems that plague
large-scale modern datasets:
•Measurement Error
•Missing Data
•Mixed-valued Data (Categorical)
• Private Data

Error-in-Variable Regression

Here, we observe Z, a corrupted version of the true covariates A

Main Results

•How low-rank does A need to be for PCR to be effective?
Look at the singular value spectrums!

Exponentially-decaying spectrum is ubiquitous in practice

•How to choose k and how does that impact testing error?

Theorem (Informal): Training Error
Result: If the principal components are correctly chosen (k = r),
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where r is the rank of A, σ2 is bounds the noise variance, p denotes
the number of covariates, and ρ is the fraction of observations.
Interpretation:
• σ2r/N is the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) minimax error rate in the
ideal setting (i.e., A is low-dimensional, noiseless, fully observed)
•Only pay small (logarithmic) penalty due to corrupted covariates Z

PCR implicitly denoises covariates!

Theorem (Informal): Testing Error
Result: If the principal components are not correctly chosen
(k 6= r),

Test Error ≤ Train Error of PCR(k) + C
k3/2
√
N
.

How to choose k:
• Choose k that minimizes the tradeoff between the training and
generalization errors

PCR implicitly performs `0-regularization!

Applications of Error-in-Variable Regression

•Time Series Analysis (measurement noise)
•Causal Inference (Synthetic Control) (measurement noise)
•Differentially-Private Regression (noise by design)
•Mixed Valued Regression (structural noise)

Causal Inference (Synthetic Control)
(github.com/Romcos/SC_demo) [2]

•Prominent method in econometrics for policy evaluation to predict
counterfactuals for target unit after its exposure to a treatment
• Idea: build synthetic target unit using unexposed “donor” units

Did terrorism impact the Basque economy?

•Performing OLS without PCA overfits to noise, implying terrorism
is beneficial in the long-term(!)

Synthetic Basque by [1] (baseline) Synthetic Basque by OLS

•Performing PCR achieves similar results to [1] (baseline) under
varying levels of missing data without any auxiliary covariates
(e.g., human capital, sectoral shares) necessary to construct [1]

Synthetic Basque by PCR Randomly missing data

PCR is robust to missing & noisy observations and operates
with less stringent data requirements!

Time Series Analysis (tspdb.mit.edu) [3]

•Given a univariate time series of corrupted observations, we are
interested in imputing missing values and forecasting trajectory of
underlying signal

Can we learn the same underlying signal under three different
noise models?

Bernoulli noise model Gaussian noise model Poisson noise model

Applying PCR (as is) recovers the underlying signal under all noise
models

PCR estimate under
Bernoulli model

PCR estimate under
Gaussian model

PCR estimate under
Poisson model

PCR is noise agnostic!

Differentially-Private Regression

•Data privacy is paramount as we increasingly apply ML on
sensitive user data (genetic data, purchase history, etc.)
• ε-Differential Privacy:
Algorithm is ε-differentially private if outcome of a statistical
query on a database cannot change by more than ε due to the
presence/absence of any user data record

Can we achieve good prediction error and still maintain
privacy?

PCR achieves accurate predictions and maintains privacy!

PCR Preserves ε-Differential Privacy

Result: If the principal components are correctly chosen (k = r),

Prediction Error ∼ σ2r
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Does PCA break privacy?
•No! PCA only de-noises the covariates on average with
respect to the `2,∞-norm.
• Is privacy compatible with other de-noising procedures?

Conclusion

• Inspect spectrum of your covariate matrix Z

•Possible implications for Modern ML Workflows
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